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It all began with the concept of combining virtual reality with the physical world. The
EthaVerse is a thrilling new digital world where anyone can participate and spend time,
and it will become one of the largest industries in human history in the future. The
creative potential that could be realized. It is a place where people can do anything in
their own unique manner, just as they can in the actual world.

EthaWorld is the most essential component of our endeavor. Our multipurpose
MetaVerse will deliver immense user value, especially to our $ETHA token and Etha
Apes NFT holders. Users can socialize, explore, shop, play, exchange tokens, participate
in new projects, and take advantage of AI technology's opportunities. The most thrilling
and valuable feature of our EthaWorld is the ability to perform anything on a single
virtual-world platform.

Socializing is an essential part of the EthaVerse. In a virtual environment, users can
connect with friends and other people and chat, exchange media, and participate in
events. Regardless of their physical location, this offers a new platform for people to
meet and interact with one another. Users benefit from increased privacy and security
thanks to the decentralized nature of the EthaVerse because their private data is kept
on a blockchain and secured by cryptographic algorithms.

The most important component of our endeavor is the EthaWorld. Significant user value
will be offered by our multipurpose MetaVerse, especially to holders of our $ETHA token
and Etha Apes NFT. Users can engage in new projects, socialize, explore, shop, play,
trade tokens, and more while taking advantage of the opportunities provided by AI
technology. The convenience of being able to perform anything you might need on a
single virtual world platform is the most exciting and useful aspect of our EthaWorld.

We are building an entire Web3 ecosystem with a dedicated Metaverse. Our first $ETHA
token buyers will get a chance, allowing them to receive a series of free NFTs. The $ETHA
token and Etha Apes NFTs will enable buyers to access the entire "Ethaverse" Ecosystem.
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Our goal is to responsibly coordinate people, value, ownership, and character in order to
contribute to the development of a decentralized, community-oriented financial system.
Ethaverse will create an ecosystem to raise the worth of your assets. We have much bigger
goals than just creating a Metaverse initiative.

Ethaverse is motivated by the idea of increasing its community's participation and
contribution. To achieve their goal of being the most well-known All-in-one Metaverse project,
the team will make every effort to involve them as much as possible in their work. Community
participation in planning, marketing, and other strategic areas will help ensure Ethaverse's
long-term viability as a Metaverse platform.

VISION
STATEMENT

Community-Focused
Creating the growth of the Ethaverse community

through community-driven initiatives.

Innovation
To be the world's most all-in-one Metaverse

platform

All in one Ecosystem
Providing single platform for all crypto

requirements

Ethaverse vision is encapsulated with three main components;

VISION



EthaVerse is our principal focus going forward, and we have  been working on it
in the distance for a long time. We are happy to say that it will operate on a
trustworthy and stable blockchain. When developing ecosystem dynamics, our
primary objective was to ensure that all cryptocurrency requirements could be
fulfilled on a single platform. After the completion of the necessary
integrations, the EthaWorld platform will have everything you could possibly
need in the crypto world. 

Following are the sections of the EthaVerse ecosystem;

Users' safety and contentment is a top priority for us. Therefore, we will
increase the level of security inside our ecosystem to ensure a more stable and
secure blockchain. By combining these elements with a powerful warning
system, you can ensure rapid response even in a high-traffic location. Our
ecosystem will also include Tokens, NFT, and Metaverse assets. Our initial goal
is to make sure a secure and efficient exchange of these assets.

 

ECOSYSTEM

EthaWorld

EthaSwap

Etha Apes

EthaLaunchPad

EthApp

EthAI



Creating a visual of EthaWorld was the first step in this
process. The most valuable and important component of the
EthaVerse ecosystem is EthaWorld. You will have access to
much more than just a metaverse world with the technology
that will one day exist in this world.

Our main aim is to increase the number of individuals in the
digital universe, empower them to achieve in the digital
realm what they can in the physical world, and enhance
global accessibility for all, irrespective of their location. In
the EthaWorld, you and your colleagues will have the
opportunity to convene, host gatherings, engage in activities,
and access the EthaVerse's technological advancements.

One of the most exciting aspects of our platform is the
capability to access EthaWorld through VR technology. No
matter where you are, you will be able to access EthaWorld
by using VR technology with a computer or smartphone.

EthaWorld will feature 5 distinct technologies. EthaSwap,
EthaLaunchPad, EthApp, Etha Apes, and EthAI are all
important components of our project. We will allocate
separate rooms for these technologies. Every technology
possesses unique benefits and features. These technologies
shall evolve and change, and novel ones shall be
incorporated over time. At EthaWorld, we envision a world
without borders!

ETHAWORLD



EthaSwap has an easy-to-use interface and advanced
trading tools, making it attractive to both novice and
experienced traders.

EthaSwap provides the best-in-class user experience
through our revolutionary Swap. EthaSwap enables our
users to exchange their tokens for any other cryptocurrency
without a Centralized Exchange. EthaSwap routes all of your
transactions directly through your wallet.

EthaSwap is the decentralized exchange on the Ethereum
blockchain network, and it is designed to exchange one
token for another directly, bypassing trading platforms and
other intermediaries. To carry out exchange operations, the
user does not need to create an account on the exchange, go
through the KYC procedure and trust their funds to third
parties. The user must connect the browser wallet, select
the exchange direction, and make a transaction. Next, the
smart contract will automatically send the token amount to
the user’s account.

EthaSwap is an effort to circumvent the performance
limitations imposed by smart contract blockchains. It is
important to observe that the EthSwap does not support
manual token listing. Tokens are routinely listed in a
decentralized manner without human intervention. Users
can simply convert other cryptocurrencies, such as ETH,
USDC, and USDT, into $ETHA or other coins/tokens, or use
credit cards directly.

ETHASWAP



Ethaverse Launchpad helps people to create and launch NFT, gamify, and metaverse
initiatives. The creators can boost finances to develop, launch, and sell their projects by
using the Ethaverse  Launchpad development services. Our main priority is to provide a
superior user experience compared to other Launchpads.

We have developed a Launchpad to help aspiring creators in securing funding for their
projects. Our involvement in the cryptocurrency industry and interest in the non-
fungible tokens (NFT) field led to significant inventions that helped elevate and excel
the renowned industry by releasing its full market potential. The success of a
technology is contingent on its ability to reach all parts of the world and educate people
on how to use it. We designed this initiative to aid creators in creaating and selling
Tokens or NFTs so that they can capitalize on the revenues and opportunities that token
or NFTs afford by having a distinct portfolio for their ideas.

Ethaverse Launchpad is a blockchain-supported platform that bridges the distance
between investor-fundraising and the cryptocurrency's decentralized protocol. We
intend to connect the globe for borderless transactions in order to fund a new project,
while allowing investors to investigate a new token. Using the Ethereum-compliant lift
platform, we provide an opportunity for investors to better educate themselves with
more global information and less uncertainty. By utilizing cutting-edge Ethereum-based
smart contract technology, we will eliminate manual errors and ensure stability,
lucidity, and immutability.

The following are some characteristics of the EthaLaunchPad ecosystem:

Guaranteed Allocations System
Support for Multiple Chains
Superior safety measures

ETHALAUNCHPAD



EthApp is developed using distributed ledger
technology. This includes financial transactions, online
marketplaces, and social networks. EthApp is a mobility
application that will facilitate fast access to our
ecosystem.

EthApp is a mobile application that provides users with
access to EthaVerse platform. The app allows users to
buy, sell, store, and trade cryptocurrencies such as
$ETHA, Ethereum, USDT or USDC and others. We will
develop VR technology that will facilitate easy access to
our ecosystem, which is one of the most essential
aspects. Additionally, it enables users to manage their
$ETHA wallets, track the value of their investments, and
view real-time market data. 

EthApp's user-friendly interface allows it to provide
multiple services in a singular location. EthApp will
facilitate access to our ecosystem for $ETHA token
holders and Etha Apes NFT holders. It will enable users
to store and administer their Ethaverse wallets securely.
It provides users with market data in real time, such as
the value of their investments, price fluctuations, and
other pertinent information. It will allow users to try the
EthaAI technology using a smartphone and VR glasses.
Users of EthaVerse have no limitations! They will enjoy
the freedom of mobility and have convenient access to
all parts in our ecosystem.

ETHAPP

Multi-Device Support



An integral aspect of our ecosystem is the Etha Apes NFTs. The total supply of Etha Apes NFT
collection is 10K. Uniqueness and originality are two of the most important aspects of NFTs that
set them apart from other asset types and contribute to their high market value.

Etha Apes NFTs let users to interact with one another and the places they visit. Brands can host
events and accept NFTs of Etha Apes as payment. As they play, players can earn $ETHA Token to
use toward NFT upgrades. We intend to distribute the Etha Apes NFT to all $ETHA token holders so
that they can experience the benefits of our NFT collection. Those who participate in our pre-sale
and possess 5 million $ETHA tokens prior to DEX listing will therefore receive free Etha Apes NFT.

The $ETHA token, commonly known as Etha Apes, allows users to buy, sell, and travel between
different locations in the Metaverse. To own an Etha Apes NFT is to demonstrate ownership over
an original work of digital content. Blockchains are digital distributed ledgers that safely and
transparently record transactions. Each individual Etha Ape is a unique creature. 

Here are only a few examples:

Each NFT is one-of-a-kind and cannot be exchanged for another; this distinguishes them from
fungible tokens like Bitcoin and Ethereum.
Ownership: Because NFTs are recorded in a distributed ledger, their ownership and origin can
be established with absolute certainty. This makes it simple to determine who the rightful
owner of an NFT is and to track its development over time.
Authenticity: NFTs can be used to verify the authenticity of a digital asset, which helps artists
earn money from their work while keeping it safe from theft.
Flexibility: NFTs are versatile in that they may be used to represent a wide range of digital
objects, allowing their developers to put them to a number of different uses.

ETHA APES NFT
COLLECTION

Properties
Authenticity

Ownership

Flexibility
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According to a recent estimate from blockchain analytics firm Chainalysis Inc., about
$41 Billion worth of bitcoin was connected with smart contracts related to NFT
markets and collections from the beginning of 2021 until mid-December.

Last year, the popularity of non-fungible tokens (NFTs) skyrocketed, with multimillion-
dollar sales and celebrities like musician Shawn Mendes, socialite Paris Hilton, and
former first lady Melania Trump are on board.

The NFT market is predicted to expand at least 33% annually, reaching $80 billion in
net sales volume by 2025 and almost $350 billion by 2030. Though this may appear to
be a large amount, we are convinced that the market's real growth will much exceed
the investment Jefferies' forecasts. 

NFT GLOBAL MARKET
OVERVIEW



ETHAI

Powerful Combination of Cryptocurrency and Artificial Intelligence The
worlds of finance and technology are undergoing rapid transformation.
The introduction of digital currencies has increased the globalization,
efficiency, and accessibility of financial markets. Now, as artificial
intelligence (AI) advances, a more robust ecosystem for digital
currencies is emerging. Changing technology and integrating it into the
crypto ecosystem is crucial to us, which is why we created the EthAI
technology.

Now, AI can assist brokers in analyzing trading trends and making more
informed decisions. In addition to these, artificial intelligence can
analyze your daily routines and make decisions. With the assistance of
artificial intelligence, the EthaVerse ecosystem will be able to make
these decisions for you and enable you to utilize the ecosystem's
features. We have developed a technology that will allow you to
communicate in the world of EthaWorld with the assistance of artificial
intelligence. This technology will make your life simpler in the world we
will create and will become smarter over time.

Artificial intelligence will be incorporated into all future technologies.
For instance, you will be able to trade cryptocurrencies supported by
artificial intelligence using AI bots that we will implement into
EthaSwap. Within our ecosystem, safety is our top priority, and we will
gladly employ artificial intelligence in this regard.



Cryptocurrencies have grown in popularity over the past decade because they
provide a secure and trustworthy method of transmitting funds without the need
for a middleman. Nevertheless, not all cryptocurrencies are created equal, and
some projects are better equipped than others to defend against fraud and
manipulation.

EthaVerse, which was designed to be a secure, dependable, and decentralized
platform for blockchain-based Metaverse and Financial services, stands out
among similar initiatives. EthaVerse has implemented multiple safeguards to
protect its users and their funds, making it a more secure option than other
cryptocurrency initiatives.

Safety is very essential to us, and we assume you feel similarly. The EthaVerse
project has completed the 2X KYC and 2X Audit procedures and increased its
security level. We are going to use the highest quality cryptographic security
systems and work carefully to include our investors in our ecosystem and ensure
that they are a part of it.

 Why EthaVerse is
safer than others ?



Our project eliminates the need for intermediary institutions or developers in the creation of
digital assets, resulting in reduced costs as no third party is involved. Furthermore, all
transfers between users are executed with speed, eliminating the need for specific
authorization and waiting periods.

INTERCONNECTIVITY

At Ethaverse, we believe in creating an interconnected system based on trust and reliability
that is greater than its parts. At Ethaverse, we aim to create an ecosystem that is built by the
people, for the people.

At Ethaverse, we offer a seamless transfer of digital assets between user-to-user without
any third-party interference.

Our goal as a Metaverse project is to ensure that individuals across the globe can seamlessly
create assets in EthaVerse without encountering any issues. And our other main aim is to
ensure that our project connects individuals worldwide and provides them with the
opportunity to be a part of the digital ecosystem and access the EthaVerse.

TRANSFERABLE

GLOBAL IMPACT

Why Should You Choose
EthaVerse ?

FREE FROM THIRD PARTY INTERFERENCE:



Token Details

Token Ticker

Smart Contract

Token Name

Blockchain

Total Supply

ERC-20

10 Billion

EthaVerse

$ETHA

Stages

Note: You w�ll get 5X Etha Apes NFT �f you purchase  20M $ETHA tokens at the Presale

1 FREE NFT 2 FREE NFT 5 FREE NFT

0x2d558eB5fe7F412c3cDccfd72B71082D9126D6dd

https://etherscan.io/address/0x2d558eb5fe7f412c3cdccfd72b71082d9126d6dd


Token Allocation

Token Tax
%0 Buy %0 Sell



Idea

Origin of the EthaVerse idea ✅
Creating a team ✅
Preparation for the start of
implementation ✅
Building Website V 1.0 ✅
Creating Social Media Acc's ✅
Tokenomics published ✅
White Paper published ✅
Creating Smart Contract ✅
KYC & Audit ✅

Development

Pre-Sale & Listings

 Development 
EthaSwap

EthaWorld Beta V 1.0 created ✅
Building Community ✅
Listing on voting platforms ✅
Listing on promoting Platforms ✅
Etha Apes NFTs created ✅
Free Etha Apes Campaign (Supply 5K) ✅
AirDrop V 1.0 ✅
Stage 1 ✅
Press Distribution ✅
2ND KYC & Audit ✅
Stage 2 ✅

Presale (in progress)
1st Listing on CEX  (TBA)
Listing on DEX  (TBA)
NFT Minting Page V 2.0
Etha Apes NFT Whitelist Mint
AirDrop Prize Distribution
Aggressive Marketing
Building Website V 2.0
Etha Apes NFT Public Mint
Airdrop V 2.0
Verified on CMC ✅
Listing on CG

Listing Etha Apes on OpenSea
Preparation for the start of
implementation EthaSwap
Building EthaSwap
Integrating Limit Order feature
Integrating EthaSwap into the
EthaVerse ecosystem
Active marketing campaigns, engaging
new participants
Aggressive Marketing
PR Partnerships

Roadmap

2023 Q1

2023 Q2

2024 Q2

2024 Q3



Development EthaWorld &
EthAI

Tests and integrating EthaWorld into the
EthaVerse ecosystem
Launching the first Beta version of EthaWorld on
Windows platform
Ability to connect to the EthaWorld via VR
Integrating EthAI technology into the EthaWorld
ecosystem
Ability to move and control with AI technology in
EthaWorld
PR Partnerships
Grand opening of EthaWorld (Windows)

 Development 
EthaLaunchPad

 Development
EthApp

Preparation for the start of implementation
EthaLaunchPad
Building EthaLaunchPad
Integrating EthaLaunchPad into the
EthaVerse ecosystem
PR Partnerships
Press Distribution
Aggressive Marketing
Creating events on EthaWorld
Aggressive Marketing
2ND CEX Listing

Preparation for the start of implementation
EthApp
Building EthApp for IOS and Android
platforms
VR integration for EthApp
Ability to connect to the EthaWorld via EthApp
3RD Listing on CEX
Easy access to EthaSwap with EthApp
Easy access to EthaLaunchPad with EthApp
New Partnerships

2024 Q4

2025 Q1

2025 Q2



$ETHA token (EthaVerse) are not intended as securities in any jurisdiction.
Nothing in this White Paper should be treated or read as a guarantee or promise
of how EthaVerse business or the tokens will develop or of the utility or value of
the tokens. This White Paper outlines current plans, which could change at its

discretion, and the success of which will depend on many factors outside $ETHA
token control, including market-based factors and factors within the data and
cryptocurrency industries, among others. Any statements about future events
are based solely on $ETHA token analysis of the issues described in this White

Paper. That analysis may prove to be incorrect.
By accessing and/or accepting ownership of any information in this White Paper

or any portion thereof (as the case may be), you represent and warrant to
$ETHA token that: 

You are agree and acknowledge that this White Paper is not a prospectus
or offer document of any kind and is not intended to constitute an offer of
securities in any jurisdiction or a solicitation for investment in securities

and you are not bound to enter into any contract or legal commitment that
binding and no cryptocurrency or other form of payment shall be accepted

under this White Paper.

You have a basic level of understanding of the operation, functionality, use,
storage, transmission mechanisms, and other material characteristics of
cryptocurrencies, blockchain-based software systems, cryptocurrency
wallets or other related token storage mechanisms, blockchain & smart

contract technology and all of the risk associated with it and nobody forced
you take certain actions but yourself.

DISCLAIMER

https://www.etha-verse.com/


None of the information in this White Paper should be construed as legal,
commercial, financial, or tax advice with the $ETHA token or any of

EthaVerse platforms (each as referred to in the White Paper). You should
consult legal, financial, tax, or other professional advisors regarding $ETHA

token and its respective businesses and operations of $ETHA token. You
should be aware that you may be required to assume the financial risk of

any $ETHA token for an indefinite time.

You acknowledge and have considered if any of these risks and
uncertainties developed into real events, $ETHA token business, financial

condition, results of operations, and prospects could be materially and
adversely affected. In such a case, you may lose all or part of the value of

the $ETHA token that you have and take 100 percent responsibility for your
own actions.

The EthaVerse team shall not be held liable for any speculative intention by
you or from any third parties who attempt to hold $ETHA token for any

other reason.

https://www.etha-verse.com/


OFFICIAL LINKS

www.etha-verse.com

@etha_verse

@ethaverse

@ethaverse

@ethaverse

@ethaverse

https://twitter.com/etha_verse
https://www.instagram.com/ethaverse
https://medium.com/@ethaverse
https://linktr.ee/ethaverse
https://t.me/ethaverse


OFFICIAL WALLETS

EthaVerse Team Wallet

0x632e78409836160715bD8164a4f361d8F7a187Ae

EthaVerse Marketing Wallet

0x02Cc764FedEd1E3D1e49aA6E8492896b6C7116c3

EthaVerse Holdback Wallet

0x49356Af9C4ce41e8A6450d3Ed5542cB6Eeb95522

EthaVerse Airdrop/Staking Wallet

0x481210c60a28213B3596a22168fFE9fE2EBeE764

EthaVerse Deployer Wallet

0x78E640C9360395843CEa84A5A06ec805296EA665

EthaVerse CEX Listing Wallet

0x217b6bF53D9CD93A53A4E0DdB427abA4e26401FF

You can verify our official wallets on Etherscan.io also

https://etherscan.io/token/0x2d558eb5fe7f412c3cdccfd72b71082d9126d6dd#balances
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